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The primary purpose of this paper is to discuss a plan for accomplishing what
Neurath calls “an encyclopedic integration of scientific statements” (1), what
I all a “Unified

Index

to Science”

The

intellectual

values

of such m

index

could be discussedat great length. However, the many social and philosophical
implications and justifications for the “device” proposed here will be lefi to
the sociologists, historians, and philosophers of science. (2) The justification
for a unified index to science is made here strictly on its immediate practical
value for improving scientific communication and documentation.

Unijied Index dejned
The term “Unified Index to Science” is intended to imply a single interdisciplinary index to rslldocuments, primarily periodical literature in all fields
of science. Interdisciplinary indexes are not new and revolutionary.

Wcll-

known examples are the IndustrialArts Index and Die Bih~iograpAie tier Fredsprachigen zeitschrften Literatur.

New and unique aspects of the Unijied Index
A Unified Index to Science differs from existing indexes in scope. To be redly
effective, the Untiled Index to Science must be as comprehensive as possible
in coverage. It is in the borderland areas between specialties where such an
index will not only provide a unique research tool, but also will fd a need
that is not being satisfied by any of the current media of scientific communication. Since scientific research today is highly interdisciplinary, the “selective”
approaches of our traditional media, based on the old academic disciplines, can
never give us anything more than makeshifi tools, which do not fktion
properly, considering the overall job to be done. Fragmentary approaches are
not only inefficient but inadequate.
h addition to meeting the need for fidl and adequate coverage of scientific
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literature, the Unified Index should also include a comprehensive Citation Index (3,4).

The Citation hdex is not only a practical possibility, but also pro-

vides the reinforcement and extension required to complement traditional ap
preaches to information. None of the existing indexing agencies provides such
a service.
Despite the unique f=tures of the Unified Index, it is anticipated that efforts
of the various indexing SCMCCSnow extant would be utilized insofu as
possible.

Advantages oJt}ze proposed

systenl

The methodology suggested in this paper for compiliig the Unifkd Index, regardless of its physical form, would offer the following significant advantages:
1. Provision for me logical starting point for all literature searches, regardless
of subject.
2. Standardization ~ nomenclature, particularly in the areas of overlap between existing indexiig services.
3. Provision for detailed indexing not possible in specialty indexes.

An in-

creased number of analytical entries per article would be economically and intellectually more f=sible.
4. Elimination of all doubt as to whether individual articles had been indexed by specialty indexes, particularly in interdisciplinary

subjects where

selectivity exercised by specialty indexes is necessarily arbitrary. Cotnpletecoverage oj uIZindividual articles becomes a practical possibility.
5. E20nomicutilizationojmachinesfor the compilation of the present specialty
indexes and indexes to individual journals.
6. fionotnicproductionanddistributionof scientific indexes by virtue of broadening the number of potential users.
method for reducing product costs.

Mass production is the best known

Numerous other by-products of the proposed plan, not to be discussed here,
include production of detailed indexes to individual journals, such as cumuIatcd indexes in English to individual foreign language journals, indexes classified according to whatever system is desired, polylingual indexes, and more
detailed indexing for the existing indexes, both foreign and domestic.

Conventional indexes to be usedfor many years to come
It is assumed that conventional printed indexes have a long life ahead, in spite
of the current f=ling that the recently published Decennial Index to Chemical
Abstractswill be the last.By the use of modern techniques for printing and
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for storing information, such indexes can be continued and even expanded
more economically.

The innate limitations of such conventional a priori type

indexes (5) should not blind us as to their present and continued usefulnessfor
years to come. In combination with a posteriori indexing (5) exemplified by
the Citation Index (3), conventioml

indexes, particularly if composite

form the Unified Index, will meet many &y-to+&y
tion retrieval.

to

requirements of informa-

However, the Unifkd Index to Science provides one definke

point of departure for more sophisticated

scientific

infomtion

processing.

The Unijed Index Described
A unified index to science could take many physical forms. In a large centralized science information center, this H. G. Wells type of “World Brain” might
be a 3 by 5-inch card fsle, a random access electronic storage device, or a
searching device such as MiniCard or Fihnorex. In this paper an alphabetical
printed index is assumed. Subject headings (rubrics) like those found in the
Current List OJMedicul Literature (CLML) would be followed by modi&ing
sub-headings or “modifhtions”

(6) such as those found in C/senziculAbstracts

(CA), or BiologicalAbstracts (BA).

Headings would be followed by complete

references such as found in the Quurtedy Cumulative Index Medicus(QCIM), as
well as a Citation Index (CI) reference. A typical entry might be:
ADRENALINE,
Brown,

antagonists

to,

H. A., J. Phmm. Pbnaco/.

42:1145-7

(1958), CI 367.

On page 367 of the Citation Index the same reference would be followed by
the following:
J. Plumn. Phamsacol. 42:1145-7

(1958)

CA 42:994b, BA 35:4578, BrA 24: AIII, 601.
This means quite simply that the article has been abstracted by CA, BA and
British Abstracts (BrA).

The Citation Index would also provide a listing of all

reh.cd bibliographical descendants of the article (5).
been d.wmssed in previously published articles (35,15).

The Citation Index has
However, this is the

first time its use for consolidating references to and from the various abstracting
services has been recommended.

This f=ture of the Unified Index is signifi-

cant. The significance of this fmture can be illustrated by a concrete example.
In Appendix I the differences between a CA and a BrA abstract for the same
article are shown. The CA abstract is quite briefi whereas the abstract in BrA
is more detailed. By the use of the CA subject index combined with the Cita-
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tion II&X, the BrA abstract would be quickly identified. This could also be
done by use of the author index to BrA, if you assume an abstract will be
found there.

However, it is not known which abstracting setice

will have

covered the article in question until the author index is checked. Yearly author
indexes may not be available for some time.

This type of situation is even

more important when the article is in a foreign language.

Abstracts must

sometimes be relied upon in order to decide on making a complete translation.
Let me stress, however, that a Citation Index is not necessary, obviously, to
produce a composite index to science. The organization and preparation of a
Unified Index emphasizes in a diiXerent way the values to be derived from a
Citation hdex as a supplement to the conventional indexes. Further, the Citation Index could be used to supplement the conventional media as they fimction in the dissemination of scientific information (s).

Unz$ed author index
b

author index to the scientific periodical literature requires no great imagina-

tion either to visualize or to produce.
rather than scientific training.

It requires personnel with cataloging

Linguistic diflkukies in dealing with foreign

names constitute the main problem of the author index compilation.

The

high value of a single author index to science should not be underestimated
since an UAW is frequently the best “subject” approach one has to the literature.

Compiling the Unl$ed Index to Science
In two published papers I have discussed specific techniques for the mechanical
compilation of printed indexes and subject heading lists (7,8).

In a paper

specifically prepared for this Intonational Conference, now attached as Appendix II, the same techniques are dikusscd in connection with the compilation
of classified indexes from .dphabetic indexing.

By similar techniques made

considerably simpler through technological developments during the past five
years, the Uniiied Index to Science could be prepared eamomically

and

quickly. Modifkations in the details of machine operations outlined previously
would be necessary, but the same basic principles would be utilized. It is considered unnecessary to elaborate on these machine
tion

that

techniques

except

to men-

Hollerith punched cards could be easily combined with, replaced by,

or supplemented by Flexowriters (tape pefiorating and tape operated typewriters), Listomatic cameras, TeletypeSetters, Photons, etc.
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Cost qf the Unijied Index
The high cost of preparing the index would be economically fkasible. Such
an index would have the widest possible market for a wientific indexing publication.
sticient

The index would be used in the large interdisciplinary librariesjustification

for its compilation.

izcd scientific

libraries,

by individual

scientists.

by individual
Most

It would&o

laboratories,

institutions

and/or

be used in the special-

and if properly
scientists

now

promoted,

subscribe to

one or more of the various indexing services. At Iower financial outlay each
could now obtain a product of high quality and utility. Any publisher will
test@

to the “miracles” that can be Pe&orrned if the sales volume justifies a

low price.

Publishing the Unz$ed Index in semi-microform
In order
necessarily
printing

to satisfy
large
methods,

the most

Unified

skeptical

Index

critics,

it is Her

proposed

that

the

to Science could be printed by conventional

in a wmi-mim$mn.

This would rcdue the space and paper

requirements by a factor of 16 to 1. It would more than oilset the increased
size of an index combining entries from a multiplicity of subject indexes. The
high cost of paper, binding, and storage costs makes the use of micro-techniques imperative. Since indexes are reference tools for use in locating abstracts and articles to be read, the problem of readability is more easily resolved by simple enlarging techniques than is the enlargement of texts that
must be caretiy

studied.

By the use of reduction ratios of 4 to 1, it is possible to reduce space and
paper costs by over 90%.

h addition, it is still possible for the user to employ

inexpensive magnifiers which are commercially available in a wide range of
types such as the readers used for enlargement of texts for the partiaIly blind.
At these reduction ratios, it is still possible to print by conventional methods,
and it is also possible to read headings with the naked eye. Headings would be
printed in a larger bold-&e type

Once the desired heading were found, the

4X magnifier could be used to scan the individual index entries. This semimicro method of printing scientific publications has great promise, I believe,
for all types of large-scale publishing projects. we have been so obsessed with
achieving high reduction ratios for microfilm storage that this simple intermediate approach has been completely overlooked, in spite of its succes.&d
usc in wartime for publishing magazines.
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source of subject index entries
The discussion above has been directed primarily at the problem of mechanical
compilation and description of the Unified Index. One might assume that a
centralized indexing seMce could prepare the Unified Index to the periodical
literature. There are advantages and disadvantages in a completely centralized
service.

It is assumed here, however, that indexing and abstracting by the

many individual indexing services would continue and even expand.
Afier an appropriate period of time the mechanical unit record for each
article (punched card, file card, etc.) would be utilized to determine whether
that article had been abstracted by at least one of the indexing services.

It

would be particularly interesting to study the overlaps, and gaps, in abstracting
of articles in broad spectrum journals like Nature, Science, and Endeuvour.
Even

the specialized

reason or another.

journals
Indeed,

are not

always

completely

the editor of lhfe~vour

It seems that, at present,about half the published

articles

covered

for one

has said (19):
are abstracted

by the various

might be a central indexing bureau, but its realization seems far away. Careful indexing by each journal of its own published articles,
on some universally known classification system, would make the scrutiny ofjournals easier, and would help abstracting services in their selection of articles, enable
them to extend the range ofjoumals covered and contribute towards the reduction
of the second time lag, namely that between the publication of a paper and the ap
pearance of the abstract.
abstracting

services.

The remedy

Treatment ojunal)stracted articles
Unabstracted articles would then be assigned to an appropriate abstracting
service.

It is fbrther assumed that each indexing service would mod~

its

indexing procedures by indexing each arncle or abstract on a current basis,
rather than after a cumulation of a year’s abstracts. The method of indexing
on a current basis is used by the Current List of MeJicalLiterature (7). Recently
a similar procedure was recommended to Bio/ogicd Abuts

by this author

(9). Information sheets containing all index entries for each article would be
submitted to the indexing center. The mechanics of preparing indexing sheets
have been discussed in detail (7,9). The indexing center would then mechanically sort and collate all index entries. Since each article and its associated index
entries contain article identification, it is possible to combine all index entries
for individual articles regardless of the source. h this way the di~erent indexing approaches of each indexing service would be utilized to advantage for
more detailed indexing.

The indexing center would then compile the indi-
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vidual indexes to each specialty service, and subsequently would compile, as
a by-product,

the Unified hdcx,

including the Citation Index, giving the

complete abstracting record for each individual article.

During the interval

between publication of the article and appearance of the abstract as well as the
index, there would be no gaps in the coverage of individual articles in the
Unified Author Index and Citation Index.

Unabstracted articles would be

located indirectly by means of the Author Index and Citation Index. References for unabstracted hticles would appear in the Citation Index listings for
earlier articles previously abstracted and indexed. h this way the “reference
chain” grows stronger, and few pertinent articles escape those who want to
conduct a thorough search.

Bene$tsJor participating abstracting services
The benefits derived for each of the participating abstracting services should
be kept in mind. Men working in biochemistry would, through the Unified
Index, use Bio/ogica/ Abstractsmore effectively since the chemical indexing of
CA would frequently turn up BA abstracts written from the biological,
rather than the chemical point of view.

CA abstracts would more ofien be

referred to by biologists through BA indexing. In some searches, the biologist
may be more concerned with the chemical aspects of the problem.

Since ab-

stracting se-rvicesdepend on the efforts of volunteer abstracters, the quality of
abstracts must vary.

Re&danq

can be usefdy

exploited to make up for

resulting deficiencies that creep in from individual preferences of abstracters.

Improved nomenclature
A biological indexing service cannot afford to pursue the problems of chemical nomenclature as would a chemical index. A chemical indexing service
does not pursue all the ramifications of biological nomenclature,

By suitable

cross-referencing, the Unified Index can give the user the best of both. Neither
service has to concern itsclfany more than at present with nomenckmsral problems. E it chooses, BA could obtain an index including chemical entries according to the CA system and CA could obtain the BA approach in biology.
Where the twain will not meet, then repetition will probably prove the
simplest way out. However, I see no reason why BA cannot use “Dibenzylamine” instead of “Dibcnamine” as a main heading. Nor can 1 see any reason
why CA must use “Adrenaline” when “Epinephrine” is equally useti.

S~d-

ardization of terminology is a complicated problem.

“The naive answer to

this problem is that it only requires agreement” (10).

However, this system’
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offers an excellent opportunity for the meeting of minds because the problem
is reduced to individual decisions about individual nomenclature situations
rather than general principles.

Authoritative indexes tend to produce in-

creased standardizations as was exemplified by the decision of Eastman Kodak
to usc the CA system in its well-known catalog of 35(XI compounds (11).
Further, “stable” nomenclature (12) is an objective that is neither obtainable
nor desirable. The proposed system, particularly if it includes a Citation Index
helps to overcome the dii%dties of a changing nomenclature (3).

Legislation, government, and complacency
In 1952 Avias (13) suggested legislation in order to bring about the resolution
of scientific documentation problems. In the intervening years much progress
has been made in the realization that governments must take an interest in
these problems.

The recent Congressional hearings are indicative of this. It

would appear that those few heretics who have been crying in the wilderness
for documentation centers capable of pes$orming the tasks outlined in this
paper may at last be vindicated (14).

The grandiose scheme
Grandiose schemes always meet with excessive resistance, not because they are
impossible to achieve, but because there are only a few with sut%cient persistence to materialize their dreams and e“venfewer to carry them out.

Ul-

timately, most large endeavors must fall by the wayside, to be replaced by
others.

However, their value at a particular stage of history cannot be dis-

puted. We may have seen the last Decennial Index to CA.

But who would

dispute the value of the CA Decennial, Beilstein, Index Catalog, etc., now
and for years to come!
A Unified hdex

to Science would be a convenience even if the strictly

academic intradisciplinary

approaches were still the primary targets of to-

day’s research. IXIthis era, however, of the biophysicist, the psychochemist,
the human engineer, the instrumentation scientist, and the cosmobiologist, a 1
Uni.&d Index to Science is an absolutely necessary working tool for unfettered
scientific progress.
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APPENDIX I

Comparison

of the indexing

of a single article by Chemical

Abstracts and British Abstracts.

Chemical Abs~cts

42, 6933f(1948).

Pharmacological and physiologicalaspectsof adrenergic blockadewith specialreference to dibenamine. Mark Nickerson and Louis S. Goodman (Univ. of Utah, Salt
Lake City). Fesferutiot~
l%. 7,397-409 (1948).
A review in the form of an address. 56 references. L. E. G.
British Abstracts, A III, 601(1949) same citation but no author addressgiven.
D&samine (N, Ndibenzyl-2-chloroethylamiie) (i) reverses adremline-iiduced
blocd pressurerise, (ii) reversesexcitatory responsesdue to splanchnicnerve stimulation, (iii) reversespressoreffect of a generalizeddirect discharge of the sympathetic
nervous system, (iv) blocks the responseto reflexly elicited sympathetic discharge,
(v) prevents cyclopropane-adrenalinearrhythmias, (vi) does not block or reverse
inhibkory sympathetic functions, and (vii) only partially blocks the pressor effects
of certain amines-e.g., amphetamine and Tuamin. Its chemistry, mechanism of
action, therapeuticuse, and relationsto other drugs are discussed. B. G. Overell.
‘l%e article above was indexed by CA under:
Dibenzylamine,N-(2-chloroethyl)-, adrenergic blocking action of
The same article was indexed by BrA under:
diBenZylamine,N-ethyl-, 2<h!oro-, in adrenergic blockade
Adrenaline, antagoniststo
Adretsergic blockade,
In both indexing servicesthere is a cross-referenceborn Dibenamine to the particular nomenclature preferred by each.
Experienced users of the indexing and abstracting services will not need to be
convinced that there is considerable variation in indexing and abstracting from
article to article. The example chosen here is not the best nor the worst. It was
selectedat random, to illustrategraphicallyseveralpoints.
1. Indexing under the same major subjectheading by no means indicatesthat the
indexing is the same or that an individual user will recognize the choices of the
diilerentindexersas being equivalent. Only a check of the actual article title would
confirm that the article indexed was the same.
2. Abstracts vary in length, quaky, uniformity, etc. In thk instance the CA
abstract is quite brief whereasthe abstract in BrA is more detailedand useful.
3. Nomenclature varies in each case but in a Unified Index there would be no
ditlicultyin making an arbitrary decisionwhich to employ, if a choice must be made,
without the loss of index access points. Both BrA and CA consider dibenamine a
derivative of dibenzylamine, but the precise nomenclature is slightly different.
(N+hyl, 2-chloro- v. N-(2 chloroethyl). However, in BrA, all benzylaminesare
grouped together whereasin CA they are not. From the user’spoint of view what is
most important islocating the desiredabstractin the quickesttime. % firstapproach
to the index will ofien depend upon his first encounter with the name. If it is a
Britisharticle he is likelyto be looking for the compound with British nomenclature.
A Unified Index could eliminateredundancywhere unnecessaryand retain it where
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useful,as in this instance. All cross referencesshouldbe maintained,but it is obvious
that in a composite index the number of total cross referencesfor various subjects
would be minimized by standardization.
4. The example also illustratesthe differentviewpoints brought out by diKerent
indexers. In BrA the article is indexed under “Adrenergic blockade” as well as
“Adrenaline, antagonists to,” whereas in CA it was not indexed at all under the
subject of “Adremline.” The indexing under “Dibenxylamine” was similar (adrenergic blocking action vs. in adrenergic blockade). Consequently in a combined
index one of thesetwo entries could be eliminated without loss to the user.
5. The example illustrateshow a combined index could take advantageof different
indexing, eliminateredunancyin indexing, reduce the searchingtime of the user, and
standardizenomenclature for further ease of index use. It also demonstrates that
neither abstracting nor indexing are ever preciselythe same even in similar types of
indexes, in this case two chemical indexes.

APPENDIXn

Mechanical preparation of classified indexes from alphabetic
indexing

The pros and cons of alphabetic and classifiedindexes have been discussedquite
extensivelyin the literature. It is not my intent to labor either view in thisAppendix.
During my work at the Johns Hopkins Indexing Project at the Welch Medical
Library, it occurred to us that some usefulcompromise might be reached in dealing
with the problem of alphabeticvs. classifiedindexes if one type of indexing could
become the by-product of another. Project work on the preparationof subjectheading listsclearly demonstratedthe easeof converting alphabeticsubjectheadingliststo
categorized or classifiedlistsof terms by the use of punched card equipment (8). In
fact, the subject heading list of the Current List of A4edicalL.iteruture used by the
CLML staffis stillmaintainedby this system.
Subsequently, the Project developed methods for the preparation of printed
indexes by punchedard techniques(7). In this work the CurrentList was prepared
experinwrt+
by IBM machines, even though reports continue to appear which
imply that the CLML is now prepared by machine methods. The project also did
the pioneer work on the IBM 101 machine (17), and it was the combination of 101
capabilitiesand the system for preparing indexes by machine that led to the results
reported here for the first time. The Project’s support was terminated before all the
data could be collected.
Figure 1 illustrateswhat I believe to be the first classifiedindex to be prepared
mechanically, by machine methods, completely as a by-product of alphabetic
subjectindexing. This is not mechanicalclassification;it is mechanicalclassifyingin
a limitedsenseonly. Joumal articleswere origimlly read and indexedby CurrentList
staffindexersby their present, i.e., conventional methods. This means that for each
article, one or more subjectheadingswere selectedfrom the Su6jectffmding Authority
List to describe the main subject matter of the article. For each alphabetic main
heading,a standardsub-headingmayor may not have been used. And for each entry
a “modification” mayor may not have been used (6).
Once this intellectualeffort was completed, the necessary sets of punched cards
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were prepared as describedin the Manual of procedures (18). The cards were then
mechanicallysortedand edited, asdescribedin the Manual, and the alphabeticsubject
index mechanically printed. To produce the classifiedindex, the deck of punched
cards, as well as cross-referencecards, were then mechanical y sorted to produce the
classifiedindex illustratedin Fig. 1. The classifiedindex was printed on an IBM #7
tabulating machine.
The sample shown is taken from category 2 (Anatomical terms), sub-division2
(Organs), sub-division6 (cardiovascularsystem), and includessubdivisions1 (heart),
2 (arteries), 3 (veins). Thus, the complete classnumber for material on the heart is
2261. Under thisclassificationare brought together all index entriesfor those subject
headings which pertain to the heart. These include (in the sample) the cardiac
septum, the heart itself the mitral valve, the pericardium, pulmonary valves, and
tricuspidvalve. If the samplehad been much larger, the grouping would includeall
terms which had been classifiedunder this portion of the category list. The entries
for each specificsubjectheadingare exactly as they appear in the alphabeticindex.
To accurately describe what has been accomplished, it should be noted that a
method exists whereby the literature searcher can locate the same information provided to him by sucha classifiedindex. By useof the classifiedlistof terms appearing
in the Subject Heading Authority List—unfortunatelythe classifiedlist is only available
to CurrentList staff-he could determine all those subject headings pertaining to the
heart and then locate these headings in the alphabetic subject index to the CLML.
The classified index saves him the time of searching each of these terms individually.
This is not intended as a criticism of the Curnwt List which justifiably uses the most
economical approach to serving the most people efkiently.
Ordy with sufficient
financial support and user demand can such classifiedindexes be justified. It is
possible,however, that classifiedindexeswould reduce the average number of subject
headingsrequired to index certain articles. The lack of indexing redundancy in the
sampleis a tribute to the excellence of CLML indexing efficiency. One might have
expected that at leastone or two articles would have been indexed twice under two
closely related terms. This did not occur in the sample.
The mechanics of preparing the classifiedindex from the alphabeticalentries are
quite simple. They involve a few wiring tricks with the sorting machines. It should
also be noted that one could begin with a classifiedindex and go over to an alphabetic index if desired.
During my work at the Project, I prepareda paper entitled “unified International
ScientificIndexesthrough CentralizedMachine Indexing and Its Relation to Standardizationof Nomenclature.” Although this paper was approved by the then editor
of scienceand the referees,time was not availableto complete the editorial revisions
required. The complete paper was submitted to the present cot&erencecommittee.
Dr. Dwight E. Gray kindly suggestedthat the portion devoted to the problem of
alphabeticvs. classifiedsubjectindexesbe expandedfor this Appendix. I am indebted
to him for this suggestionand would like to C1OWby summarizing the remarks I
make on the subjectof alphabeticand classifiedindexesin that paper.
The opinion is widely held that alphabeticindexes fail to group all related terms
conveniently, i.e., they lack generic character. On the other hand, classification
schemes rapidly outlive their usefidness,since they are unable to anticipate new
subject fields. In practical terms, this means that the classificationscheme must be
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revised periodically. These problems may be partially resolved by the system
describedabove. This systemevolved as a resultof seekinga solutionto the problem
known in classificationto some as “intercalation” or “interpolation” and by Ranganathan as “infinitehospitality.” If one arbitrarily assignsa specificcode number
or some other notation to a concept, it is ultimately necessary to “intercalated”between two items in the schema more items than anticipated. This usually means
considerableclerical work, if not a complete breakdown of the classificationsystem.
Through the “reproducing” fxures of some machines, it is possibleto make such
changes quickly. Specialsorting techniquesfhrther simplifythe procedure.
The preparation of a classifiedindex of one type from an alphabeticlist has been
illustratedin this Appendix. However, it would also be possibleto prepare other
classifiedindexesfrom thissame alphabeticindex by the useof differentclassnumbers
or symbolsin the master deck of subjectheadingcards. From the point of view of an
international indexing center this capability could have considerable significance,
sincedifferentclassificationschemestend to bring out differentapproachesto subject
matter. For example, a singledeck of cards could produce one index according to
the UDC system whileanother could be arranged according to the LC system. This
capabilitycould also be appliedto classificationsystemssuchas chemical ciphering in
which a singleanalysisof the chemical structure would enablecodificationaccording
to numerous systems.
Contrary to the statementsmade in the original paper, I do not believethissystem
can handle,as easilyas I had thought, changing terminology and concepts. I believe
this problem is better resolved through Citation Indexing.
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